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A basic problem when calculating reaction rates using the reactive flux method is the introduction
of a reaction coordinate. In this paper we show that it is advantageous to define a reaction coordinate
by means of the unstable normal mode of the saddle point of the potential energy surface. This
particular choice is made since it yields a high transmission function. Moreover, the reaction
coordinate is calculated via a rapidly converging algorithm, and its derivative, which is needed in
constrained runs, is calculated analytically. Calculations on the transmission coefficient of the
isomerization ofn-butane are in good agreement with results published by others. Runs with an
isomerizing calix@4#arenein vacuoproduce a very high transmission coefficient, as is the purpose
of the reaction coordinate. The same molecule is also studied in chloroform. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51513-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conversion in condensed phases of reactants into p
ucts usually is a slow process compared with all other m
lecular processes. The conversion rate is expressed in t
of a rate coefficient,kf , giving the fraction of reactants
turned into products per unit of time. In this paper we foc
on isomerization reactions, but most of the ideas to be
scribed are equally well applicable to other reaction types
well. In isomerization reactions, the reactants and produ
are different conformations of the same molecule, and in
conversions are possible without forming or breaking che
cal bonds. A well known and thoroughly studied example
the trans-gauche isomerization ofn-butane. This particular
reaction is fast enough to be studied using regu
equilibrium1 or nonequilibrium2 molecular dynamics simula
tions, in spite of the simulation time being limited to a fe
nanoseconds. Most other reactions, however, are much
slow for this kind of simulation to be possible. To calcula
their rate coefficients one needs to develop models provid
the link between macroscopic long time quantities likekf
and the microscopic short time behavior of a single molec
in a solvent.3

Reactant and product conformations correspond to lo
minima of the potential energy surface~PES!, separated by a
barrier of elevated energy. The conformation space at the
of the barrier is called the transition state. Most of the tim
molecule will be trapped in either one of the minima. B
intramolecular energy redistribution and by interactions w
the solvent a molecule may incidentally gain enough ene
along its reactive coordinate to hop over the barrier from o
well into the other. If the barrier is high compared with th
thermal energy of the reactive coordinate then the transi
state is sparsely populated and crossing events will be r

Eyrings transition state theory4 ~TST! expresses the for
ward rate constant as the instantaneous flux through the
sition state from reactants to products, divided by the num
of reactants:
5494 J. Chem. Phys. 106 (13), 1 April 1997 0021-9606/97/1
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kf
TST5

^d@j~0!#j̇~0!u@ j̇~0!#&

^u@2j~0!#&
. ~1!

Here u is the Heaviside function and the angular brack
denote a canonical average over phase space. The rea
coordinatej~$xi%! is a function of all molecular coordinates
defined in such a way that it is positive for products, negat
for reactants, and zero at the transition state. The time i
cation ~0! is added to stress that all quantities are calcula
at the same point in time. Assuming thermal equilibriu
prevails throughout the reactants part of phase space, the
constant may be shown to be given by Arrhenius’ law,

kf
TST5

kBT

h
expS 2

DAÞ

kBT
D , ~2!

whereDAÞ is the free energy difference between reacta
and the transition state. This simple expression and the w
spread techniques of calculating free energy differen
make TST a popular technique for calculating rate consta

At this point an important deficiency of TST needs to
addressed. The TST rate expression very much depend
DAÞ, i.e. on the precise choice of the transition state.
principle, of course, the rate expression should indeed
pend on this choice, since it implies the definition of rea
tants and products. In practice, however, provided the re
tion is slow, the rate constant should hardly depend on
details of this definition as long as the surface dividing re
tants from products lies somewhere near the top of the
energy barrier. A natural choice for this dividing surface
such that it carries the least flux,5 i.e. such thatDAÞ is as
large as possible. Even then, however, the result will, in g
eral, be an overestimate of the true reaction rate. The rea
for this is that in transition state theory it is assumed t
every molecule in the reactant well that reaches the transi
state will end up in the product region. Consequently, m
06(13)/5494/15/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5495W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
ecules that recross the transition state, e.g., after interac
with the solvent, and eventually stay in the reactant well, w
be treated incorrectly.

In this paper the reactive flux method6,7 ~RF! will be
used to calculate the transition rate. Instead of counting
crossing events, attention shifts toward those crossing tra
tories that actually reach the product well some timet after
having crossed the transition state:

kf
RF~ t !5

^d@j~0!#j̇~0!u@j~ t !#&

^u@2j~0!#&
. ~3!

One easily realizes that the process of averaging in com
nation with the time delay turns the numerator into the
flux from reactants to products.

Equation~3! is conveniently expressed as

kf
RF~ t !5k~ t !kf

TST, ~4!

i.e., as the instantaneous flux at the transition state times
fraction that actually makes it to the product state at timet.
The transmission functionk(t) is given by

k~ t !5
^d@j~0!#j̇~0!u@j~ t !#&

^d@j~0!#j̇~0!u@ j̇~0!#&
5

^j̇~0!u@j~ t !#&j

^j̇~0!u@ j̇~0!#&j

, ~5!

where ^•••&j denotes a conditional average. Since most
crossings follow shortly after a crossing,k(t) quickly decays
on the time scale of molecular vibrations from one to
plateau7 value that remains constant on that time scale. T
transmission function stabilizes, since after some time
molecules have moved far enough from the transition s
into one of the two wells for recrossings to become e
tremely rare. Of course, on the far longer time scale of 1kf
recrossings do still occur, so the plateau is, in fact, decay
extremely slowly. The real transmission coefficientk is
equal to the plateau value ofk(t), or more precisely to the
extrapolation of the plateau to its value att50. The reactive
flux method ensures that the rate constant, i.e. the pro
kkf

TST, is insensitive to the precise definition of the reacti
coordinate and transition state.7

The problem usually encountered when performing M
simulations of reactions in condensed phases is the
tremely small chance for molecules to surmount the barr
In the expression fork(t) this problem does not occur, sinc
all trajectories start at the barrier, making the improba
probable. Stabilizing the transmission function on its plate
value typically requires the simulation of several thousa
trajectories for a couple of picoseconds directly after the s
at the transition state. Starting configurations in the transi
plane are efficiently obtained by performing biased MD
MC runs. The influence of the applied constraint or restra
on the sampled positions and velocities is simply correc
for. Good statistics and fast convergence are obtained w
the plateau value is as high as possible, i.e., when the
rate is as small as possible. For a Cartesian dividing plan
configuration space this suggests identification of the re
tion coordinate with the displacement along the unstable
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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rection at the saddle point. The hyperplane perpendicula
the unstable mode that includes the saddle point then is
transition state.

The reactive flux method has been used to calculate
isomerization rates for a number of isomerization reactio
including those of n-butane,8 dichloro-ethane,9 cyclo-
hexane,10–12 cyclohexene,13 and n-octane,14 and even the
side chain rotation of BPTI15 has been studied. Numerou
other reactions, including chemical reactions, have also b
simulated.16,17 In these examples the reaction coordinates
defined in terms of distances or dihedrals. A rare exceptio
cyclohexane, where a special set of coordinates and an
companying potential were introduced.18 For some of the
molecules the chosen reaction coordinate indeed defin
dividing surface that includes the saddle point, while for o
ers it is an educated guess.

Defining a reaction coordinate in a complex isomerizi
molecule may prove difficult. Often torsion is the slowe
internal motion, suggesting a dihedral angle as the reac
coordinate. Concerted motions, however, may drastic
complicate the choice. In this paper it will be shown that it
advantageous to define the reaction coordinate via the
stable normal mode at the saddle point. This objective ma
body reaction coordinate is calculated by a zero-point sea
Its derivative, which is needed many times in the subsequ
MD simulations, may then be obtained noniteratively,
contrast with other iteratively determined coordinates. Wh
properly implemented, a single MD program can be used
study a wide variety of reactions.

Normal modes and their properties are introduced
Sec. II. It proves simple to describe any molecular config
ration uniquely by a translation, a rotation, and the amp
tudes of the rotated vibrational normal modes of the sad
point. The coefficient of the unstable mode is then used a
reaction coordinate. Constraining this mode, as to sample
transition state, can be done efficiently. The constraint and
side effects are discussed in Sec. III. A method for imp
menting the technique in a MD program is presented in S
IV. In Sec. V it is shown that the results of test runs wi
n-butane in carbon tetrachloride and with liquidn-butane are
in good agreement with previously published results. As
example of a complicated reaction the isomerization o
calix@4#arene in chloroform is discussed.

II. THE REACTION COORDINATE

As we remarked already in the previous section, the p
cise definition of the reaction coordinate is not crucial.
physically appealing reaction coordinate is the compon
along the unstable normal mode of the free molecule in
transition state. In this section we shall first make some
marks about normal mode analysis, mainly for the sake
setting our notation. Next, we shall describe a method
calculate the value of this reaction coordinate for any m
ecule in whichever orientation and whichever configuratio

Suppose we are given the potential energy surface~PES!
of a molecule containingN atoms in terms of its 3N Carte-
sian coordinates. We shall collect all coordinates in a 3N-
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5496 W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
dimensional column vectorX of mass-weighted three
dimensional column vectors:XT5(Am1x1

T ,Am2x2
T ,...,

AmNxN
T). At the saddle pointX0 the gradient of the potentia

energy equals zero, and its Taylor expansion up to sec
order reads as

Epot5V~X0!1 1
2~X2X0!TH~X2X0!. ~6!

HereH denotes the Hessian, a matrix containing all seco
order derivatives of the potential with respect to the ma
weighted coordinates. Diagonalizing the Hessian yieldsN
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. In the absence of exte
fields, the potential energy is independent of the position
orientation of the molecule, ensuring that at least six eig
values~assuming we are dealing with a nonlinear molecu!
will be equal to zero. The corresponding six eigenvectors
easily be constructed:

~El !T5@Am1~e
l !T,Am2~e

l !T,...,AmN~el !T#, ~7!

~Sl !T5@Am1~e
l3r1

0!T,Am2~e
l3r2

0!T,...,AmN~el3rN
0 !T#,

~8!

wheree1, e2, ande3 are three unit vectors along the Cartesi
axes, andr i

0 is the position of atomi with respect to the
center of mass for a molecule in configurationX0. Choosing
X2X0 proportional to one of theEl or Sl amounts to trans-
lating or ~infinitesimally! rotating the molecule as a whol
away from its reference configuration. Noticing thatEpot re-
mains unaltered under such an operation, one easily
cludes thatEl andSl are eigenvectors ofH with eigenvalue
zero. The remaining 3N26 eigenvectors correspond to inte
nal vibrations,

~Qj !T5@Am1~q1
j !T,Am2~q2

j !T,...,AmN~qN
j !T#, ~9!

and can only be obtained by explicitly diagonalizingH. In a
regular normal mode analysis, whereX0 corresponds to an
energy minimum, all eigenvalues will be non-negative, eq
to the square of the oscillation frequencies. At the sad
point, however, one unstable direction,Qr , occurs, which
may be recognized by its negative eigenvalue or imagin
frequency.

The orthogonality of eigenvectors, or the possibility
orthogonalize eigenvectors in case of degeneracy, has s
interesting consequences. The scalar product of a vibra
and a translation gives

Qj
–El5el–(

i51

N

miqi
j50, ; l , j , ~10!

and the scalar product of a vibration and a rotation gives

Qj
–Sl5el–(

i51

N

mir i
03qi

j50, ; l , j . ~11!

These equations are known as the Eckart conditions.19 They
state that a molecule does not translate nor rotate durin
infinitesimal vibration. Put differently, vibrations are the r
sult of internal forces while translations and rotations requ
external forces. Notice that theSl , as defined above, are no
orthogonal among each other. By making linear combi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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tions they are simply made orthogonal. Henceforth it will
assumed that all eigenvectors have been orthonormalize

We now come to the definition of the reaction coord
nate. When the molecule is close to the transition state
may perform a harmonic analysis as described above,
identify the reaction coordinate with

~X2X0!–Qr5j. ~12!

We then immediately face the problem of how to defineX0.
Notice that this will not only affect the first factor of th
scalar product on the left-hand side of Eq.~12!, but also the
second factor,Qr . Because we want the reaction coordina
to describe a molecular property, independent of the posi
and rotation of the molecule, we demand

~X2X0!–El50, ; l ~13!

~X2X0!–Sl50, ; l , ~14!

i.e., we assume that the stateX can be obtained from stateX0

without translating or rotating the molecule. Here too, t
eigenvectors depend onX0. Together with the fact thatX0

should correspond to a saddle point these equations c
pletely specifyX0.

Equation~13! is trivially satisfied when all coordinate
refer to the center of mass of the molecule, which we sh
assume in the remaining part of this paper. To solve Eq.~14!
for X0, we introduce a reference geometryY0 with the mol-
ecule in its saddle point, and write

X05AY0. ~15!

HereA is a 3N-dimensional rotation matrix, containingN
copies of a three-dimensional rotation matrixa along the
diagonal. Once the rotation matrixA has been found, the
normal modes ofX0 are given byAE l , ASl , andAQ j , where
El , Sl , andQj are the normal modes belonging to the refe
ence geometryY0. Equation~14! now reads as

~X2AY0!–ASl50, ; l , ~16!

and the reaction coordinate is given by

~X2AY0!–AQr5j. ~17!

These two equations combined uniquely definej for every
configuration. A numerical method for solving Eq.~16! will
be discussed in Sec. IV.

In the neighborhood of the transition state, where
harmonic expansion of the potential is valid, the react
coordinate has a clear physical interpretation as the displ
ment along the unstable normal mode. SinceQr is tangent to
the path of steepest descent, the definition ofj is then closely
related to the common intrinsic reaction coordinate20 ~IRC!.
Far away from the transition state, i.e. for largej, the coor-
dinate loses its physical interpretation and reduces to a m
mathematical description of the molecular configuratio
This does not affect the validity of our reaction coordina
since for largej, i.e. for t.0, Eq. ~3! only requires the sign
of j. Accuracy is therefore demanded only near the transit
state, i.e. att50 in Eqs. ~1! and ~3!, and that is precisely
wherej is stringently defined. Elsewhere a rough estimate
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5497W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
the reaction coordinate will do. Note that Eqs.~16! and~17!
cannot ensure thatj is positive ~negative! throughout the
entire product~reactant! region. This has to be verified be
fore using the present definition ofj.

Equations~16! and ~17! may also be understood by u
ing a slightly different point of view. It is clear that an
configurationX can be obtained from the reference geome
by a superposition ofY0 and all vibrations, followed by a
rotation:

X5AS Y01 (
j51

3N26

a jQ
j D . ~18!

The amplitude of the unstable normal mode is then identi
with the reaction coordinate,j5ar . By using the orthonor-
mality of normal modes, the solution to this equation ag
yields Eqs.~16! and ~17!.

III. SAMPLING THE TRANSITION STATE

A. Constrained dynamics

In order to efficiently calculate the numerator and d
nominator on the right-hand side of Eq.~5!, we need to per-
form a simulation with the molecule constrained to t
saddle planej50. This we do by means of theSHAKE algo-
rithm of Ryckaertet al..21 Suppose we applyL holonomic
constraintssl~X!50, l51,...,L. As a result every atom in
the molecule experiences an additional force, a constr
force of the form2(ll l “is l , where thell areL Lagrange
multipliers. Thell are determined by imposing that theL
constraints hold at every time. Several methods may be c
sen to solve for thell , the most common being that th
constraints are treated one at a time. Because imposing
constraint may do harm to all others, one usually has to
through all constraints several times in a cyclical fashi
This iterative procedure allows for thell to be calculated to
lowest order only.

We shall now restrict our discussion to the constra
j50. The result of imposing this constraint is that a co
straint force,

Fi
r52l r “ ij, ~19!

applies to atomi . The Lagrange multiplierlr has to be cho-
sen such that the constraint is satisfied at every instant. W
using the Verlet algorithm the displacement during the int
val (t,t1D) reads as

xi~ t1D!5xi8~ t1D!2
D2

mi
l r “ ij~ t !, ~20!

wherexi8(t 1 D) is the position atomi would have had at
time t1D had there been no constraint force. Inserting t
into the constraint equationj50 yields an expression forlr .
Usually this expression is solved to first order by writing

j~ t1D!5j8~ t1D!2l rD
2(

i

1

mi
“ ij8~ t1D!–“ ij~ t !,

~21!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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wherej8~t1D! is the value of the constraint coordinate wh
the atoms are at the positionsxi8(t 1 D). Putting the left-hand
side equal to zero yieldslr to first order. In successive itera
tions the newly calculatedxi(t1D) replace the oldxi8(t
1D).

The important object to calculate now is“ij. The main
problem in evaluating the gradient of Eq.~17! lies in the
derivative of the rotation matrix, which will be dealt wit
first. Sincea is a rotation matrix it satisfiesaTa5I , from
which, after differentiating with respect to thea coordinate
of atom i , follow the six conditions,

S ]a

]xia
D Ta1aTS ]a

]xia
D50. ~22!

Expressing the matrix derivative as the product

]a

]xia
5biaa, ~23!

and substituting this into Eq.~22!, we find

bia
T 52bia . ~24!

Any antisymmetric matrix can be expanded as a linear co
bination of three independent antisymmetric matricesek, so

bia5 (
k51

3

cia
k ek. ~25!

The unknowncia
k may be obtained from the definition ofa,

Eq. ~16!. Differentiating this equation with respect to thea
coordinate of atomi and substituting Eqs.~23! and ~25! we
get, after changing the order of summation,

05mi~asi
l !a1 (

k51

3

cia
k F ~eka!:S (

j51

N

mjsj
lxj D G . ~26!

For everyi anda this expression constitutes a set of thr
equations, i.e. one for everyl , in the three unknowncia

k ,
k51,2,3. Notice that the expression between large squ
brackets can be regarded as an element of a matrix,M ,
which does not depend oni or a. Equation~26! is then easily
solved for cia

k , yielding the same linear combination o
mi~asi

l!a’s for every i anda.
We now return to the definition of the reaction coord

nate, Eq.~17!. Differentiating and substituting Eqs.~23! and
~25! yields

]j

]xia
5mi~aqi

r !a1 (
k51

3

cia
k F ~eka!:S (

j51

N

mjqj
rxj D G . ~27!

Again, the factor between large square brackets can be
garded as an element of a vector,Nr , which is independent of
i anda. Upon substituting thecia

k found from Eq.~26!, the
final result reads as

“ ij5miaS qir2(
l51

3

dl
rsi
l D , ~28!

where the coefficients
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5498 W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
dl
r5 (

k51

3

Nk
r ~M21!kl , ~29!

are independent ofi . From a calculation point of view this is
a very attractive expression, since the cumbersomedl

r need
to be evaluated only once for everyX. At the saddle point
the gradient takes a particular simple form, since thenNr50
anddl

r50. Note that the constraint force is derived from
internal coordinate, and hence does not affect the ang
momentum of the molecule. Therefore, one does not nee
explicitly use this conservation property when defining t
constraint force, as was done by Tobias and Brooks.22

B. The conditional average at the transition state

In this section we present the formulas needed to ca
late the conditional averages in Eq.~5!. Things will be com-
plicated a bit by the fact that apart from the constraint oj
we will also make use of the usual constraints on the b
lengths involving hydrogen atoms. We therefore have o
constraintj50 and L constraintssl50. We introduce the
generalized coordinates,q1 ,...,q3N2L21,j,s1 ,...,sL , and
write for the kinetic energy,

Tqjs5 1
2pqjs

T Aqjs
21 pqjs , ~30!

wherepqjs represents the column vector of all generaliz
momenta. One of Hamilton’s equations of motion then re
as

vqjs5
]Tqjs

]pqjs
5Aqjs

21 pqjs , ~31!

wherevqjs is the column vector of all generalized velocitie
We will make use of the following notation:

Aqjs5S Aq Bjs

Bjs
T Cjs

D , ~32!

Aqjs
21 5S Xq Yjs

Yjs
T Zjs

D , ~33!

whereAq is the (3N2L21)3(3N2L21) left upper block
of Aqjs , etc.

We are interested in the integral

E dq dpqE dj dpjE ds dps Fd~j!e2b~Tqjs1F!

'E dq dpqE dj dpjE ds dps Fd~j!d~s!

3e2b~Tqjs1F!, ~34!

whereF, the function to be averaged, may depend on
variables andF is the potential energy. In the second expre
sion we have made the usual assumption for stiff variab
Because of thed functions,j ands may be put equal to zero
in F, Tqjs , andF.

We intend to compute the integral~34! by using the
constrained molecular dynamics simulations described in
previous section. Since in these simulations not onlyj ands
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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are constrained to zero, but alsoj̇ and ṡ, it is advantageous
to change coordinates from~pq ,pj ,ps!5~pq ,pjs! to
~pq ,j̇,ṡ!5~pq ,vjs! according to

S pqvjs
D 5S 1 0

Yjs
T Zjs

D S pqpjs
D , ~35!

where the second line follows from Eqs.~31! and ~33!. The
Jacobian of this transformation equalsuZjsu21. The kinetic
energy can be calculated by inverting Eq.~35! and introduc-
ing the result into Eq.~30!:

Tqjs5 1
2pq

TAq
21pq1

1
2vjs

T Zjs
21vjs . ~36!

Integral ~34! then reads as

E dq dpqE dj dj̇E ds dṡ Fe2b~Tq1F!

3d~j!d~s!uZjsu21e2~1/2!bvjs
T Zjs

21vjs

}E dq dpqE dj̇E dṡ FPjs
c ~q,pq!uZjsu21

3e2~1/2!bvjs
T Zjs

21vjs, ~37!

whereTq5
1
2pq

TAq
21pq , andPjs

c ~q,pq! is the probability dis-
tribution in ~q,pq! space as it is generated by a molecu
dynamics simulation during whichj ands are constrained.23

In the application ahead of us,F will be j̇(0)Q[ j(t)].
We shall assume that this function is rather independen
ṡ, i.e., we assume that the evolution of the reaction coo
nate hardly depends on the vibrations of the C–H and O
bonds. In this case we can easily calculate the integral oveṡ
analytically. Defining

Zjs5S Zj D

DT Zs
D ~38!

Zjs
215SKj L

LT Ms
D ~39!

we write

vjs
T Zjs

21vjs5 j̇Zj
21j̇1~ ṡ1Ms

21LTj̇ !TMs~ṡ1Ms
21LTj̇ !.

~40!

Introducing this result into Eq.~37! and performing the
Gaussian integral overṡ, we obtain, apart from a constan
factor,

E dq dpqE dj̇ FPjs
c ~q,pq!e

2~1/2!bj̇Zj
21j̇uMsu21/2uZjsu21

}E dq dpqE dj̇ FPjs
c ~q,pq!P~ j̇uq!Zj

1/2

3uMsu21/2uZjsu21. ~41!

In the second expressionP~j̇ uq! is the normalized Gaussia
probability density of the velocityj̇ for a given value ofq.
Using Zj5uZjsuuMsu, which is proven in the Appendix, we
derive the final result,
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5499W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
E dq dpqE dj dpjE ds dpsFd~j!e2b~Tqjs1F!

}E dq dpqE dj FPjs
c ~q,pq!P~ j̇uq!uZjsu21/2. ~42!

This expression can easily be used in computations by m
of molecular dynamics simulations. First, a set of~q,pq! dis-
tributed according toPjs

c ~q,pq! is generated by means of
molecular dynamics simulation during which bothj ands
are constrained. Next, velocitiesj̇ are drawn according to
P~j̇ uq!. In order to calculate the velocities~q̇,j̇,ṡ! at this
point, we notice that

S q̇
vjs

D 5S Aq
21 2Aq

21Bjs

0 1 D S pqvjs
D . ~43!

This result can easily be derived by using Eq.~31! in the
form pq5Aqq̇1Bjsvjs . Equation~43! tells us that after the
first constrained runq̇5Aq

21pq , and that after having drawn
vjs we should add2Aq

21Bjsvjs . Since we shall continue to
constrains we only need the first column ofBjs . The
changes in the generalized velocities are then transfor
into the Cartesian velocities of the MD run byv5Jvqjs ,
where

J5
]$xi%

]$q,j,s%
. ~44!

In the final step,F is calculated by means of a molecul
dynamics run withs constrained, multiplied byuZjsu21/2, and
averaged.

We conclude this derivation with an expression for t
matrix Aqjs and its inverse. The kinetic energy of the mo
ecule can be expressed in terms of the generalized veloc
by combining Eqs.~30! and ~31!,

T5
1

2 (
i51

N

mivi
25

1

2
vqjs
T Aqjsvqjs . ~45!

Introducing the aforementioned relation between the Ca
sian velocities and the generalized velocities, one finds23

~Aq! jk5(
i51

N

mi

]xi
]qj

–

]xi
]qk

, ~46!

and likewise forBjs andCjs . It is then straightforward to
prove that the elements of the inverse matrix are given b

~Xq! jk5(
i51

N
1

mi

]qj
]xi

•

]qk
]xi

, ~47!

and likewise forYjs andZjs . A similar equation also holds
for the width ofP~j̇ uq!, which by using Eq.~28! is found to
be

Zj511 (
k51

3

~dk
r !2. ~48!

An obvious drawback of the method presented so fa
that Eq.~43! explicitly requires an expression for the matr
Aqjs . Moreover, in order to transform all generalized velo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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ties to the Cartesian velocities used in the simulation run,
needs the Jacobian matrixJ. If we use the normal mode
based internal coordinates, Eq.~18!, then the evaluation ofJ
is straightforward. Furthermore, at the saddle point we th
haveZj51 andBjs50. The fluctuations around these valu
in a j-constrained run are small, as we will see in Sec. V

An alternative expression for the constrained was p
sented by Carteret al.24 Similar to the steps leading from Eq
~34! to Eq. ~37!, wherepqjs was replaced by~pq ,j̇,ṡ!, we
can also make the transformation frompqjs to ~pqj ,ṡ!. In-
tegration overṡ then yields

E dq dpqE dj dpjE ds dps Fd~j!e2b~Tqjs1F!

}E dq dpqj FPjs
c ~q!Ps~pqjuq!uZjsu21/2, ~49!

wherePjs
c ~q! is again the probability of finding aj ands

constrained molecule at pointq and Ps ~pqjuq! is the mo-
menta distribution of as constrained molecule at this poin
The latter distribution can be sampled without prior know
edge onAqjs or J by assigning a Maxwellian velocity to al
atoms andSHAKEing the coordinates after a single MD
step.25 Our expression differs from the one by Carteret al.24

by a factor ofuZsu1/2 since we integrated over theṡ rather
than demandingd(ṡ).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The numerical results presented in this paper were
culated using theGROMOS8726 package. The molecular dy
namics program was adapted to employ the above-descr
reaction coordinate. Some details of the implementation w
be discussed here.

Several algorithms have been developed to locate
required saddle pointY0 of a potential energy surface.27–30

We used theTRAVEL routine30 implemented in theQUANTA/
CHARMM package.31 The atomic coordinates were transferr
to GROMOSand refined by minimizing the potential gradie
using Newton–Raphson. The Hessian matrix of second
rivatives of the potential energy was calculated by nume
cally differentiating the atomic forces with respect to t
atomic coordinates. Standard routines32 were used to diago-
nalize the matrix, yielding both the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. Because of the sixfold degeneracy of the z
frequency eigenvalue, it is not simple to split the eigenv
tors into rotational and translational modes. Therefore
rotational eigenvectors were evaluated directly using the
thonormalized version of Eq.~8!. All modes were normal-
ized to 1 amu1/2 nm.

The rotation matrix of a molecule with coordinatesX is
found by solving Eq.~16!. Using the orthogonality ofY0 and
Sk, Eq. ~8!, we find the three equations,

a:S (
i51

N

misi
kxi D 50. ~50!

All information about the orientation of the molecule is co
densed in the bracketed term, which needs to be evalu
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5500 W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
only once for each configuration. Several methods are av
able to solve this equation.18,19 In our calculations we have
used a numerical zero-point search. A rotation matrix can
defined as a function of three parameters, e.g. the E
angles, by writing each element as a function of these th
parameters. Unfortunately, any three parameter defini
will contain singularities that complicate numerical handli
of the matrix.33 This problem does not occur when using t
four quaternions34 qi . In this definition the elements of th
matrix are second-order polynomials in theqi ’s. The redun-
dancy of using a fourth parameter is elevated by the c
straint

q0
21q1

21q2
21q3

22150. ~51!

Equations~50! and ~51! then constitute a set of four qua
dratic equations in four variables. The derivatives of the
equations with respect to the quaternions are straightforw
to calculate, hence this set of coupled equations is efficie
solved numerically using the rapidly converging Newton
Raphson method.

A minor problem made its appearance during test ru
there are four solutions~eight if left-handed rotation matrice
are also allowed! to Eq. ~50!, so care must be taken to pic
the right one. During MD runs, when the changes in atom
coordinates between successive evaluations of the rota
are small, the correct matrix is simply identified as the o
that best resembles its predecessor,

aT~ t1d!a~ t !'I . ~52!

In practice, the correct matrix will be found directly whe
the solution to the previous matrix evaluation is used as
starting point of the next iteration procedure. A differe
technique is needed at the start of the MD run. We note
in many molecules part of the molecule is not affected by
reaction~in the current runs the starting configurations lie
the saddle plane, making this requirement less strict!. A set
of three orthogonal vectors can then be constructed from
relative positions of at least three atoms of the ‘‘rigid’’ se
tion of the saddle point configurationY0. For instance, in the
case of the calix@4#arene of Sec. V C we used the hinge
hinge vectors. This procedure is also applied to the molec
of unknown rotation. Comparing the two sets of vecto
yields a good initial guess at the rotation matrix.

The code was tested in a series of runs. It proved sim
to reproduce the correct rotation matrix of randomly rota
excited molecules. The normal mode constraint was foun
work well, also when combined with simultaneous co
straints on the hydrogen bond lengths. In vacuum runs
angular momentum of molecules was unaffected by the c
straints. Leuwerink and Briels35 have successfully used th
code to calculate the rotation autocorrelation function of
crown-6.

V. RESULTS

The reaction coordinate has been applied to calculate
transmission function of three isomerization models. T
models, i.e.,n-butane in carbon tetrachloride and liqu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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n-butane, were taken from the literature, and the res
prove that the code reproduces known transmission co
cients in those cases where our reaction coordinate is sim
to the conventional reaction coordinate. Some features
these reactions are discussed. A third model describe
isomerizing calix@4#arene dissolved in chloroform.

A. Flexible n -butane in carbon tetrachloride

In an early paper combining the reactive flux meth
and full-MD simulations, Rosenberget al.8 calculated the
transmission function of the trans-gauche isomerization
n-butane dissolved in carbon tetrachloride~CCl4!. This
model serves as our first test case. By using the united a
model the butane molecule is reduced to four interact
point masses, and the dihedral angle emerges as the d
nated reaction coordinate. The potential energy of the m
ecule is modeled by the torsion potential of Ryckaert a
Bellemans, in combination with harmonic potentials f
bond stretching and angle bending.36 The molecule is im-
mersed in a box of 122 point masses, each representi
carbon tetrachloride molecule. All intermolecular intera
tions are described by Lennard-Jones potentials. Details
the force field can be found in the original article.

A butane molecule with a dihedralf of 60° was made
by hand. Starting from this configuration, the saddle po
was calculated by reducing the force down to~(iFi

2!1/2

52.4310214 kJ mol21 nm21, resulting in a slightly shifted
dihedral f559.96°. Normal modes and eigenfrequenc
were obtained by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix. T
positive direction of the reaction coordinate was chosen
coincide with an increase in the dihedral angle. From eva
ating the derivatives]f/]aj at the saddle point, it follows
that four out of six vibrational modes affect the dihedral, in
1.00/0.31/0.24/0.09 ratio. Our reaction coordinate theref
differs from the obvious choice, the dihedral angle, even
the neighborhood of the saddle point. Notice that it is p
sible to construct a set of orthonormal mass-weighted v
tors, includingEl andSl , such that at the saddle point on
one vector,

~Qf!T}@Am1~“1f!T,...,AmN~“Nf!T#, ~53!

couples to the dihedral. Along this vector the decrease
torsion energy reaches a maximum, but the accompan
increase in bending and stretching potential energy is e
bigger. Since this vector is strongly correlated to the unsta
mode,Qf

–Qr50.93, it is to be expected that our reactio
coordinate and the dihedral will lead to equivalent results

A cubic carbon tetrachloride box was made by placi
125 particles at random in spheres centered at lattice po
of a simple cubic lattice with the proper density. The exce
potential energy was discharged by a short energy mini
zation run and a consecutive MD run. Three particles w
then removed to provide space for a butane molecule in
saddle point configuration. Again the excess potential ene
was reduced, followed by a 0.1 ns equilibration MD run. T
transition state was sampled in a production run of 10
saving the positions and velocities of all atoms in the box
intervals of 1 ps. The acceptation criterion on the rotat
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5501W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
matrix was such that the left-hand side of Eqs.~50! and~51!
did not exceed 1026 and 1028, respectively. The constrain
on the normal mode was satisfied to within 10210. Due to
inaccuracies of the rotation matrix, the actual precision of
reaction coordinate is about 331028. In the MD runs the
time step was 2 fs, the temperature was kept at 300 K u
velocity scaling37 with a time constant of 0.1 ps, and th
volume of the box was kept constant.

The dihedral distribution of the sampled saddle pla
configurations is shown in Fig. 1. This broad distributi
results from the coupling of the dihedral to the unconstrain
normal modes. Obviously, the transition state differs fro
the dihedral constrained distribution of Rosenberget al.8

Constraining the projection along the vectorQf, i.e. using a
basis where only one direction couples in first order to
dihedral, leads to a narrower distribution; see Fig. 1. T
remaining dispersion reflects the second- and higher-o
contributions of the other internal coordinates to the dihed

The sampled transition state configurations and co
sponding velocities serve as the starting points of relaxa
runs. As outlined in Sec. III B, we start by supplying a v
locity j̇ sampled fromP~j̇ uq!. The width of this distribution
depends onq, but in the constrained run the fluctuations
the width were found to be very small,^Zj&51.00560.006.
We usedZj51. Next in line is the coupling ofj to q̇, result-
ing in a velocity changedq̇ j5~2Aq

21Bjs!j j̇. By combining
Eqs.~18! and ~45!, it follows that the matrixAqjs is diago-
nal, except for the three rows and the three columns cont
ing derivatives with respect to the rotation angles. Th
were calculated numerically for the sampled configuratio
The average velocity correction,^dq̇ j&, is easily shown to be
zero. The standard deviation of the correction is small co
pared to the standard deviation of the existing velocities:
the rotation we find (̂dq̇ j

2&/^q̇ j
2&)1/2'0.06, while for the vi-

brations this ratio is about 331023. The velocity of the cen-
ter of mass is unaffected. Since this effect is fairly small, a
expected to be smaller for bigger molecules, we neglecte
In the final step the generalized velocity is transformed i
Cartesian velocities byvi5aqi

r j̇ and superimposed on th
already existing velocities.

FIG. 1. The distribution function of the dihedral angle during a constrai
run, in which the unstable normal mode~solid line, left axis! or the dihedral
mode~dotted line, right axis! is kept constant.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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The relaxating molecule is followed for 10 ps. Durin
these runs the solvent is still temperature scaled. The so
is excluded from scaling, so it can only lose its excess ene
by means of collisions with the solvent. Each transition st
configuration is used as the starting point of only one rel
ation run.

The time evolution of both reaction coordinates in fo
typical relaxation runs is displayed in Fig. 2. Figures 2~a!
and 2~b! show the most common trajectories, in which
butane molecule with a positive~negative! transient reaction
velocity enters the gauche1 ~trans! well and remains there
for some time. In Fig. 2~c! a butane molecule with a positiv
transient velocity recrosses the transition state after osci
ing in the gauche1 well. Surprisingly, nearly all molecules
showing this behavior were found to recross after two, rat
than one, oscillations in the gauche1 well. Figure 2~d!
shows a direct gauche1 to gauche2 transition without
equilibration in the trans well. The plot also shows that t
close harmony of the two reaction coordinates sudde
breaks down near the trans-gauche2barrier. In this region it
proves difficult to find a rotation matrix that meets all r
quirements. Of the runs entering this region, many cras
since they failed to find a proper rotation matrix, while in th
surviving runs the reaction coordinate made a sudden cha
of direction, as in Fig. 2~d!. In all runs that made it to the
gauche2well the reaction coordinate was found to be po
tive; upon reentering the trans well the reaction coordin
made a second jump to become negative again.

The transmission function is calculated from 3000 rela
ation runs. In view of the above-mentioned problems w
the normal mode based reaction coordinate, we decide
use the dihedral angle as the discriminator@see Eq.~55!#. In
compliance with common practice, both gauche configu
tions are regarded as product states of the reaction,
j5ufu260°. The resulting transmission function is shown
Fig. 3 as a solid line. Because the transition state w

d

FIG. 2. Four typical relaxation runs of butane in carbon tetrachloride, sh
ing both the unstable mode reaction coordinate~solid line, left axis! and the
dihedral angle~dashed line, right axis!.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5502 W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
sampled withar50, and the discriminator is taken to b
j5ufu260°, the transmission function does not start at
value one att50. Almost all molecules with a positive
~negative! velocity a r~0! will quickly reach f>60°
~f<60°!, so the function rapidly raises to nearly one. T
function then decreases down to about 0.4 before leveling
to a slowly decaying plateau.

Rosenberget al.8 fitted their 2.6 ps transmission functio
with

k~ t !5~12k!e2k1t1ke2kt. ~54!

The second exponential, with the relaxation ratek5kkTST

andkTST 5 kf
TST 1 kb

TST, is the analytic long time solution to
Eq. ~5! for a system evolving to equilibrium, and the fir
exponential is added to match the transient decay to the
teau. In a free energy calculation8,38,39 it was found that
kTST5200 ns21, which was used in the fit to yieldk157.1
ps21 andk50.361. Using the same fit procedure, but shift
to the right by 0.05 ps for obvious reasons, we findk153.6
ps21 andk50.34. The plateau values are in good agreem
However, on a logarithmic scale it is apparent that the fi
exponential decay of the plateau starts after about 5 ps.
ting the 5–10 ps range with a single exponential yieldsk529
ns21 andk50.28, hence a smallkTST of 102 ns21. The fitted
region of the plateau is too short and too noisy to get
accurate value fork; the k is far more reliable since it is
insensitive to the details of the fit. We further want to rema
that the free energy profile, i.e.,kTST, was calculated for a
molecule with rigid bond lengths and rigid bending angl
and may therefore differ from the free energy profile of t
extremely flexible molecule discussed here, even after a
rection for the different phase space distributions of the c
strained and unconstrained runs.

Subdividing the transmission function into various co
tributions reveals some interesting features that are not
parent from the function itself. In Fig. 3 the upper~lower!
dashed line represents the contributionf1( f2) to k of mol-
ecules that have reached gauche1 at time t, after having
started with a positive~negative! transient velocity, i.e.,

FIG. 3. The transmission function~solid line! of butane in carbon tetrachlo
ride for the first 2.5 ps. The meaning and interpretation of the other line
given in the text.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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f6~ t !56
^d@a r~0!#ȧ r~0!U@6ȧ r~0!#U@f~ t !260°#&

^d@a r~0!#ȧ r~0!U@6ȧ r~0!#&
.

~55!

The upper dashed line nearly starts at the value one, so
most all molecules with a positive transient velocity are
the gauche1 well. After about 0.3 ps the line suddenly drop
due to a massive recrossing, the elapsed time correspon
to twice the period of an oscillation in the gauche1 well, as
in Fig. 2~c!. The decrease of the function is larger than t
actual fraction of recrossing trajectories, indicating that
recrossing trajectories have on average a higher initial ve
ity than the nonrecrossing trajectories. As time goes by
function gradually decreases to its equilibrium value witho
showing any structure. The lower dashed line correspond
molecules that have reached the gauche1 well after having
started with a negative transient velocity. This line starts
zero and decreases only gradually. The mean transient ve
ity of these trajectories is only about a third of the avera
transient velocity, meaning that this kind of trajectory
much more likely than it appears from the plot. The grad
decrease of the line is predominantly caused by an incre
in the average transient velocity, rather than by the small
in the number of molecules reaching gauche1.

The dotted lines give the contribution tok of those mol-
ecules that have reached either one of the two gauche w
again grouped according to their transient velocity. They d
fer from the dashed lines by those molecules that h
reached the gauche2well. At the bottom of the plot the dif-
ference between the dotted and the dashed line rapidly
creases after about 0.1 ps due to direct gauche1 to gauche2
transitions, as in Fig. 2~d!. The average transient velocity o
these trajectories is well above the overall average, si
direct gauche1 to gauche- transitions account for only 17
of the trajectories with a negative transient velocity. The u
per dotted line and the upper dashed line coincide for the
0.4 ps and then slowly grow apart. It takes about 0.2
before the first molecules with a~small! positive transient
velocity reach gauche-. After 0.4 ps their numbers start
increase and so does their average transient velocity: it lo
as though a considerable fraction of the molecules that le
gauche1 after a double oscillation proceed directly to th
gauche- well. The transmission function, the solid line,
obtained as the sum of the two dotted lines. It is seen t
that the rapid decline between 0.1 and 0.4 ps is the comb
effect of two independent processes. From the above dis
sion and the plots of individual relaxation runs it is obvio
that the reaction tends to the low friction regime.

We also calculated the transmission function using
unstable normal mode as the reaction coordinate to mon
the relaxation runs. In view of the particular problems of th
coordinate, as discussed above, we assumed the followi

~i! Molecules with a positive reaction coordinate are in
product well. Considering the jumpy behavior of the coor
nate in the gauche- well, this properly includes gauche-
being a product.

~ii ! Crashed runs are in a product configuration for t
rest of the run. Since runs are found to crash when a m

is
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5503W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
ecule enters the gauche- well, this is correct as long as
molecule does not return to the trans well~which does occur
after 0.5 ps!. Figure 3 shows the transmission function c
culated from 1000 relaxation runs of 1 ps as a dash–do
line. There is a good resemblance to the solid line. The
ference between the two curves after about 0.5 ps is at
uted to the failure of the second assumption. In the 1
interval already 14% of the runs aborted prematurely.

In a third set of relaxation runs the usual technique
replacing all velocities of the sampled transition state c
figurations by velocities sampled from a Maxwellian dist
bution was used, Eq.~49!. The transient velocity of the re
action coordinate was obtained by projecting the assig
Cartesian velocities onto the unstable normal mode.
transmission function, which is not shown here, was ide
cal to the one discussed above to within about 0.01. T
indicates that the assumptions underlying our velocity
signment are justified.

B. Liquid rigidified n -butane

As a second test case we study the isomerization pro
of liquid n-butane. The appealing feature of this model is
high number of barrier crossings at little computational e
pense. This allows for a direct determination of the rate c
stant from the time evolution of the fractions trans a
gauche. Edberget al.2 studied the relaxation of nonequilib
rium boxes with all molecules initially in the same config
ration. Brown and Clarke1 showed that the rate constant c
also be calculated from an equilibrium run by studying t
relaxation to equilibrium of those molecules that are tra
~gauche! at some timet.

The butane model employed in this section is the one
Brown and Clarke.1 The butane molecule consists of fo
point masses interacting by Lennard-Jones potentials.
bond lengths and the bending angles are rigidified by me
of five distance constraints, leaving the dihedral as the s
internal degree of freedom. The torsional energy is mode
by the Ryckaert–Bellemans potential. The saddle point
this molecule is exactly identical to the one of the previo
section. We now ought to calculate the unstable norm
modeQc of the constrained molecule, a mode that does
couple to the constrained coordinates. Instead, we will m
use of the unstable normal modeQr of the unconstrained
molecule. This mode, in comparison with the other norm
modes, is indeed only weakly coupled to the constrain
coordinates. For a molecule as simple as the current bu
model, it is straightforward to calculate the accuracy of t
approximation,Qc

–Qr50.995, so it will be of little effect.
A simulation box was made by placing 108 random

orientated molecules, all in the saddle point configuration
random points within spheres centered around the lat
points of a simple cubic lattice. The unstable normal mode
the first molecule is constrained in the runs to come, wh
the dihedrals of the remaining 107 bath molecules are f
The excess energy of the box was released by an en
minimization, followed by a 0.5 ns equilibrium MD run. In
subsequent 3 ns production run the saddle plane
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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sampled, saving a configuration every picosecond.
thermostat37 maintained an average temperature of 291.6
Because of the five distance constraints on each molec
the effect of constraining the normal mode of the first m
ecule is identical to making this molecule completely rig
In the production run the dihedral angle of the first molec
fluctuated within 0.001° of the saddle point value.

At the start of a relaxation run the normal mode co
straint on the first molecule is lifted. Since the molecule is
the saddle point it is evident thatZj51 anddq̇ j50. A Max-
wellian velocity j̇ is assigned to the unstable mode. Th
velocity then ought to be transformed into atomic Cartes
velocities byvi5aqi

cj̇, but, here too, we made the approx
mationvi5aqi

r j̇. As a check on the validity of this assump
tion we calculated the resulting dihedral velocityḟ using the
virtual time step method:25 a moleculein vacuois placed at
the saddle point, velocities are assigned using the above
proximation, positions are advanced by a 2 fs MDstep with-
out forces, constraints are applied, and the change in
dihedral is calculated. The distribution of the dihedral velo
ties, averaged over 16 000 trials, was found to be a Gaus
with ^uḟu&54.46 rad/ps, in excellent agreement with t
4.445 rad/ps found by Brown and Clarke.40

The transmission function, depicted in Fig. 4 as a so
line, was calculated from 3000 relaxation runs of 5 ps.
these runs the dihedral angle of the previously constrai
first molecule was used as the reaction coordinate; un
with the other butane model, this time the transition att50 is
smooth. The decaying plateau was fitted with an exponen
in the range 2.5–5.0 ps, yieldingk50.32 andk535 ns21.
Again, the upper and lower parts of the figure are obtain
by splitting the transmission function into contributions fro
trajectories with positive or negative transient velocities;
dashed lines correspond to molecules that have reached
gauche1 well, and the dotted lines to molecules that ha
reached either the gauche1 or the gauche2 well. Like be-
fore, a number of molecules with a positive initial veloci
are found to recross the barrier after oscillating in t
gauche1 well. But this time they oscillate only once due t
the absence of other degrees of freedom, so the decay o
upper dashed line sets in earlier than in Fig. 3. A few of th

FIG. 4. The transmission function~solid line! of liquid butane. The meaning
and interpretation of the other lines is given in the text.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5504 W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
molecules even manage to pass through the trans well
gauche2, causing the upper dotted and dashed lines to r
idly grow apart after 0.3 ps, and making the total transm
sion function rise for a short while. The latter rise is e
hanced by molecules with a negative transient velocity t
follow a trans gauche2 trans route.

To compare our results with, we have also calculated
reaction rate from a 2 nsequilibrium run. The temperature o
this box was kept at 291.6 K using a time constant of 10
We observedNBC516 415 barrier crossings in this run. Th
TST rate constant was calculated by directly evaluat
equation~1!, and by1

kTST5
NBC

2Nmol̂ XT&t run

1

12^XT&
, ~56!

where^XT& is the average fraction of trans molecules. Bo
produced a value of 160 ns21. The true rate constant wa
obtained from the bulk relaxation,1

RTT~ t !2^XT&
2

^XT&2^XT&
2 5e2kt, ~57!

whereRTT(t) is the fraction of molecules that are in the tra
conformation at time 0 and also at timet. A fit over the
interval 10–50 ps yieldsk547 ns21, which, together with
kTST5160 ns21 yields ak of 0.29. This means that the pla
teau of the transmission function predicts the correctk, while
the absolute rate is in error. The reason for this is poor
tistics; the transmission function is too short and too noisy
really probe the exponential decay.

This long run also offers an alternative route to the tra
mission function, by following the dihedral of a molecu
after it incidentally crosses a barrier. Selecting those m
ecules that are in one well at timet and in another at time
t1D biases the distribution of crossing velocities, but this
simply corrected for.40 The transmission function, shown i
Fig. 4 as a dash–dotted line, resembles the result found in
relaxation runs. On a logarithmic scale the linear decay
in at 2.5 ps, so we fitted the plateau over the range 2.5–1
to find k50.28 andk547 ns21, in good agreement with the
bulk data.

C. Calix[4]arene

As an example of a really complex reaction we will no
discuss the isomerization of a calix@4#arene. This molecule
consists of four phenol groups, each of which is connecte
two neighboring phenols by methyl bridges located ortho

FIG. 5. The cone~left! and paco~right! conformation of a calix@4#arene.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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the hydroxyl group; see Fig. 5. In supramolecular chemis
they are being used as building blocks for larger molecu
that are designed for the complexation of cations and neu
molecules. Various side groups can be attached at the u
and lower rim, replacing the explicitly named hydrogens
Fig. 5, to influence the characteristics of the molecule. W
will use hydrogen side groups only. The most interest
feature in the current context is that this molecule has f
stable conformations. The favorable configuration is one
which all phenol groups point in the same direction. Th
conformation, the so-called ‘‘cone,’’ is stabilized by a cycl
array of four hydrogen bonds at the lower rim. Its chalic
like shape gives its name to this class of molecules. Flipp
one phenol group, with two methyl bridges acting as hing
and the hydroxyl group swinging through the annulus, yie
the partial cone or ‘‘paco.’’ It is this particular reaction ste
that will be studied here. In a following reaction step eith
one of the two neighboring phenol groups can flip over
form the ‘‘1,2-alternate,’’ or the opposing phenol group c
rotate to form the ‘‘1,3-alternate.’’ After two more steps th
cone is transformed into an inverted cone. The rate of
inversion process has been measured by1H NMR to be about
150 s21 at room temperature.41,42

Computational studies on the conformations
calix@4#arenes with various side groups have mainly focus
on the energy minima and the resulting conformational d
tribution, using a variety of force fields.43–46 In a recent ar-
ticle by Fischeret al.47 the saddle points and the reactio
paths between the local minima of the PES were calcula
using the Conjugated Peak Refinement algorithm. The c
to paco transition was found to be the rate limiting step
cone inversion, but this energy-based picture could chang
entropic effects are included. With the all-hydrogenCHARMM

parameter set 22,47,48 the saddle point lies 15.2 kcal/mo
above the minimum of the cone and 5.6 kcal/mol above
minimum of the paco. This saddle point was taken as
starting point of the present calculations, employing the sa
force field. The accuracy of the saddle point after minimizi
the gradient is~(iFi

2!1/255.8310210 kJ mol21 nm21. All 3N
normal modes of the molecule were calculated by diagon
izing the Hessian matrix. The eigenvalues of the ze
frequency normal modes were smaller than any other
quency by almost six orders of magnitude. The unsta
normal mode,Qr , pointed in the direction of the paco.

Since we intend to doMD runs with a molecule withL
constrained hydrogen bonds, we should have calculated
3N-L normal modesQ̃j of thes-constrained molecule. Only
for these modes will the velocity transformationvi5aq̃i

r j̇
hold ~to lowest order!. If we use vi5aqi

r j̇ on the regular
modes, thenSHAKEing the molecule will eliminate the ve
locities alongs, hence effectively reducej̇. We then would
have to go through the elaborate process of evaluatingJ and
Aqjs before being able to assign a velocity. Fortunately,
ture offers a helping hand. The 3N-6 vibrational modes of
the unconstrained molecule are subdivided into two grou
The low-frequency modes, the 3N-L-6 modes with wave
numbers up to 1600 cm21, are only very weakly coupled to
the hydrogen bond lengths. The high-frequency modes, thL
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5505W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
modes with wave numbers over 2800 cm21, are strongly
coupled to the hydrogen bond lengths. This suggests tha
low-frequency modes of the unconstrained molecule will
nearly identical to the modes of the constrained molec
We, therefore, will make use ofvi5aqi

r j̇ and neglect the
small effects of thes constraints.

The calix@4#arene was dissolved in a bath of chlorofor
~CHCl3! molecules. The chloroform potential by Dietz an
Heinzinger49,50 was used. Each chloroform molecule
treaded as a rigid five-sided entity, modeling the atoms b
mass, charge, and Lennard-Jones parameters. A cubic
vent box of 216 molecules was made by placing random
orientated molecules at random positions within cubes c
tered at the lattice sites of a simple cubic lattice. The size
the box was chosen to match the experimental density
1489 kg m23 at 293 K and 1 bar. The excess potential ene
of the box was released by a couple of energy minimizat
steps, followed by a shortNVT MD run. The calix@4#arene was
combined with several copies of~fractions of! the solvent
box to form a truncated octahedral box of roughly 4.4 n
containing about 320 chloroform molecules. Again, the
cess potential energy was reduced by a minimization r
followed by a 150 ps NPT equilibration run. In the subs
quent production run of 500 ps the configuration was sa
every 1 ps. This procedure of making a box and sampling
transition state was repeated four times. All 24 hydrog
bonds of the calix@4#arene and nine distances in each ch
roform molecule were constrained to a relative accuracy
1025. The unstable mode was constrained to within 1028, the
rotation matrix was calculated with a tolerance of 10210. A
constant pressure37 was maintained by scaling the box, usin
a compressibility of 1029 m2 N21 and a time constant of 0.5
ps. The temperature37 was fixed at 300 K with a time con
stant of 0.1 ps. A time step of 2 fs was used. Intermolecu
interaction was cut off beyond 1.3 nm, and the dielec
constant equaled one.

The dynamics of the calix@4#arene in the constraine
runs was visualized on aSGI workstation. It clearly showed
that the motion of the partially rotated phenol group w
confined. To give an impression of what is going on,

FIG. 6. The four angles between each of the four benzene rings and
central annulus of a calix@4#arene as a function of time for a constraine
dynamics run in chloroform.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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have calculated the four angles between the annulus and
phenols. Planes were fitted to the six carbon atoms of e
fenol group. In the annulus a plane was fitted to the fo
methyl hinges. These planes were obtained by numeric
minimizing the sum of the squared perpendicular distan
between the plane and the atoms. Figure 6 shows the re
ing four angles as a function of time during a constrain
run, j50. The rotated phenol dangles at an angle of221°,
the opposing phenol oscillates at 45° and the two neighb
ing phenols are at about 70°. In the two minima the rota
phenol is at either 58°~cone! or 277° ~paco!. The oscilla-
tions of the rotated group are mainly caused by deformati
of the annulus, while for the other groups there are a
contributions from low-frequency vibrations that lead to p
riodic back and forth rotation of the phenols.

Two typical relaxation runs of a calix@4#arene in chloro-
form are shown in Fig. 7. In the first plot the molecu
quickly adopts the cone conformation. In the second plo
takes a while before the molecule leaves the saddle re
and ends up as a paco. The reaction coordinate~dashed line!
and the angle of the rotated phenol behave remarkably s
lar. Therefore, the angle would probably have done a g
job when used as the reaction coordinate. However, its c
bersome calculation, and the lack of a non-numerical met

he

FIG. 7. Two typical relaxation runs of a calix@4#arene in chloroform. The
solid lines denote the angle between each benzene and the central an
the dotted line shows the reaction coordinate. The angle of the flipp
benzene ring follows the reaction coordinate closely.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5506 W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
to evaluate the derivatives needed in constrained runs,
serious drawbacks.

In Fig. 8 the transmission function for a calix@4#arene at
300 K in vacuois presented. The saddle plane was samp
in a constant energy simulation with an average tempera
of 301 K. The angular momentum was eliminated at the s
of this run and remained virtually zero throughout the ru
After a 0.2 ns equilibration run followed a 4 nsproduction
run in which configurations were saved every 2 ps. Each
these 2000 configurations served as the starting point for
relaxation run, withZj51 anddq̇ j50. The figure shows tha
after the transient decay a plateau sets in withk50.923
60.007. This high transmission coefficient indicates that
used transition state is indeed near the optimum, ‘‘the wa
shed.’’ Virtually all molecules with a positive transient ve
locity end up as paco. Nearly one-quarter of all molecu
with a negative transient velocity recross the barrier, but t
reducek by only 0.08 since their average transient velocity
about 30% of the mean transient velocity. The characteris
of the PES near the saddle point seem to play an impor
role. The sudden decrease ofk at 0.8 ps is caused by pa
ticles that recross the transition state after an oscillation

FIG. 8. The transmission function of a calix@4#arenein vacuo~solid line!.
The dotted lines correspond to molecules that have reached the paco
formation with a positive~top! or negative~bottom! transient velocity.

FIG. 9. The transmission function of a calix@4#arene in chloroform~solid
line!. The dotted lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 8.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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the paco well. Apparently, the flow of the high excess ene
to the bath of internal vibrations of the molecule is inef
cient. The error ink was estimated by the variation ink’s
calculated from sets of randomly selected relaxation runs

We calculated 2000 relaxation runs of a calix@4#arene in
chloroform. In the 2 ps relaxation runs the solute was
cluded from temperature scaling. The transmission funct
Fig. 9, smoothly decreases from one to a stable platea
k50.4360.02. The trajectories that resulted in the paco c
formation at timet were subdivided into those with a pos
tive or a negative transient velocity. Both groups, shown
dotted lines, behave as expected. The mean transient vel
of the first group lies 10% above average, that of the sec
group lies 20% below average. Molecules with a high tra
sient velocity were found to recross the transition state l
often than molecules with a low transient velocity. Of a
molecules with a positive transient velocity some 60% e
up as a paco conformer without ever recrossing. Those w
a negative transient velocity recross more often, only 4
does not recross. As a result, the majority of trajectories w
end up in the paco well: 70%~40%! of those with a positive
~negative! transient velocity.

Analysis of the individual trajectories revealed that t
two wells act as nearly perfect sinks. Only molecules that
still close to the transition state,uju,0.5 ~DE'2.0 kcal/mol!,
were observed to recross. This region is rapidly cleared
the relaxation runs, after 1 ps only 10% still remains a
after 2 ps just 1%. So, 95% of all recrossings occurred wit
1 ps after the start of the run. Molecules outside this reg
only rarely~about 1 in every 100! recross the transition state
Comparing this with the vacuo relaxation runs makes it cl
that the solvent bath must be absorbing the liberated en
efficiently. It is to be expected that the plateau of the tra
mission function will be a constant for quite some time
come. Indeed, extending 100 runs to 15 ps hardly altered
plateau.

In some studies on transmission functions a relativ
small set of transition state configurations is created wit
short constrained or restrained MD or MC run. Each of the
configurations is then used as the starting point of a do
relaxation runs.8,12 New initial velocities forall atoms in the
simulation box are sampled from a Maxwellian distributio
Eq. ~49!, so the dozen relaxation runs are relatively uncor
lated. The velocity assignment used in this paper, affec
only one internal velocity, hardly randomizes the startin
point. It is therefore to be expected that relaxation runs ba
on the same transition state configuration will yield high
correlated trajectories. To test this hypothesis, 25 indep
dent configurations were used as the starting point of
relaxation runs each. For most of the ten trajectories the t
evolution of the reaction coordinate is more or less the sa
but runs with a high transient velocity were sometimes s
to deviate from the main stream. The same 25 configurati
were also each used to start ten relaxation runs with a M
wellian velocity for all atoms. These trajectories were fou
to be less correlated. Surprisingly, then, the transmiss
functions calculated for both sets of 250 runs are similar

So far, little has been said about theuZjsu of Eq. ~42!. We

on-
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5507W. K. den Otter and W. J. Briels: The reactive flux method
first take a look atZs , Eq. ~38!. The L constrained bond
lengths are commonly defined assl5~r l ,H2r l ,A!22lAH

2 ,
where lAH is the equilibrium length of the A–H bond.23 It
then follows that the diagonal elements ofZs are constants
4lAH

2 ~mH
211mA

21!. Since only four atoms are involved in tw
distance constraints, namely the carbons of the me
hinges, there are only eight nonvanishing off-diagonal e
ments. They are of the form 4lCH

2 mC
21 coswHCH, which

amounts to about21/40th of the diagonal elements. The
elements are not constants, but the harmonic bending po
tial limits the fluctuations. TheZj , Eq. ~48!, is nearly con-
stant during the constrained run at 1.0001060.00011. From
the above discussion on low-frequency and high-freque
modes it follows that the elements ofD are of the order
(kdk

r dk
l , Eq. ~29!, the exact values amount to abo

061•1023. We then arrive at the final result,̂uZjsu&
53.65860.002310232. Because of the relatively very sma
fluctuations this term can savely be neglected when calcu
ing the constrained average.

In the so-called@14#metacyclophane the hydroxyl group
at the lower rim of the calix@4#arene have been replaced b
hydrogens. This molecule is extremely flexible due to
absence of stabilizing hydrogen bonds. The energy barr
between the local minima, 3.8 kcal/mol,47 are only slightly
higher than those ofn-butane. A short constrained MD ru
showed that this molecule is much to floppy to be stud
with the reactive flux method. Even with a constraint on t
unstable normal mode of the cone to paco saddlepoint,
molecule is still flexible enough to allow for spontaneo
conformational changes. This clearly shows the limited
fect of the normal mode constraint on the remaining vib
tions of the molecule. In principle, this problem could al
have occurred with the calix@4#arene, but there the energ
barriers are high enough to suppress side reactions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A new versatile reaction coordinate was introduced t
can be used on a wide variety of reactions. In combinat
with the reactive flux method the transmission functions
several reactions have been calculated. The results
isomerizing n-butane are in good agreement with resu
found previously. A calix@4#arene served as an example o
more complex isomerizing molecule. Two pitfalls of th
technique, in fact problems of any reaction coordinate, w
discussed:~i! the sign of the reaction coordinate need not
the same throughout the entire reactant or product well,
~ii ! simultaneous reactions in the molecule are not s
pressed. Provided these two problems do not arise, the r
tion coordinate is found to be a very efficient one. The c
ordinate is shown to yield a high plateau value, at least
reactionsin vacuo, at a small computational expense. In
following article the calculation of the free energy of a so
vated calix@4#arene will be discussed using the same reac
coordinate.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF Zj

Starting with the identity

S Zj 0

DT 1D 5ZjsZjs
21S Zj 0

DT 1D , ~A1!

replacingZjs
21 by Eq.~39!, and evaluating all resulting matrix

products by using the combination rules that follow fro
ZjsZjs

2151 yields

S Zj 0

DT 1D 5ZjsS 1 L

0 Ms
D . ~A2!

Taking the determinant produces the final result,

Zj5uZjsuuMsu. ~A3!
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